Instruction Manual
• Please read the instructions carefully
before using.
• Please keep the user’s guide where
it is easily accessible.
• Design and product development
may be upgraded without a
public notice.

www.versapers.nl

Important safeguards
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be
followed including the following as described below:
1.

Read all instructions.

2.

To protect against risk of electrical shock, do not put the main body (motor)
in water or any other liquid.

3.

Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.

4.

Unplug from outlet when not in use, before assembling or taking of parts and
before cleaning.

5.

Avoid contacting moving parts.

6.

Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the
appliance malfunctions, or is dropped or damaged in any manner. Return
appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination repair or
electrical or mechanical adjustment.

7.

The use of attachments not recommended or sold by the manufacturer may
cause fire, electric shock or injury.

8.

Do not let the electric cord hang over an edge of the table or counter.

9.

Always make sure the juicer locking clip is locked while the juicer is in operation.

10. Be sure to turn the switch to the oﬀ position after each use of your juicer.
11. Do not put your fingers or other objects into the juicer while it is in operation.
If food becomes lodged in the opening, use a food plunger or another piece
of fruit or vegetable to push it down. When this method is not possible, turn the
motor oﬀ and disassemble the juicer to remove the remaining food.
12. Do not use outdoors.
13. Do not place near a running water tap, near a hot gas stove or electric burner
or a heated oven.
14. Do not use the appliance for other than intended use.

Save these instructions!
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Versapers slow juicer users
The Versapers slow juicer is a completely diﬀerent mechanism where fresh juice
comes from squeezing rather than grinding or centrifugal force. The Versapers
slow juicer is a newly developed patent product which is capable of making soy
milk, vegetable juice, fresh squeezed fruit juice and many other types of juices
from fresh produce.
The low speed squeezing screw squeezes instead of grinding which allows the
juice to maintain its pure color, natural taste, nutrients and vitamins. For better
use and maintenance of the product, please follow the instructions in this
manual carefully.
Please refer to the user’s guide when you are having technical diﬃculties or are
unsure of the usage of this product. Versapers is not liable for any damages or
injuries that may occur due to the lack of understanding of the user’s guide.
Versapers has made every eﬀort to make this user’s guide complete and comprehensive. Use it and you will benefit from it by gaining even more pleasure and
health with your new purchase.
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Contents of the box

Hopper

Squeezing screw

White Strainer
less pulp

Base

Yellow Strainer
more pulp

Pusher

Top set

Container (2)

Important

Spinning
brush

Important: As shown below, the
hopper edge must point to ‘CLOSE’
sign on the base in order for the
machine to operate properly.

Bowl
Pulp ejection
Juice ejection

Notice
Do not operate the juicer before
inputting materials. Do not operate
with an empty bowl.
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Cleaning
brush

Safety precautions
Please read carefully before using.
Please follow the instructions to avoid injuries.
Warning signs
Warning: violating this sign may lead to serious injury or even death.
Caution: violating this sign may lead to serious damage to the product.

Warning
Example:

(danger in health)

(must not do)

(restrictions)

Warning
Do not plug or unplug the
electrical plug with wet hands.

Please insert the
electrical plug in
your outlet properly.

Do not use other than
230 Volt power.

Do not force the electrical plug
into an outlet. Ensure the plug
is away from any heat source
and is not bent or twisted in
any way.
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Warning
Do not disassemble the base.
Please consult with repair
technician for trouble shooting.

Stop use when the electrical
cord is damaged or loose.

Do not put any unknown
substance into the machine.

Keep the base dry at all times.

Keep away from children or any
personnel who are not familiar
with the usage of this product.

Do not disassemble any parts
while operating the machine.
Do not put in any unknown
objects while operating the
machine.

Caution
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Do not operate when the hopper
is loose.

Do not unplug the outlet
when there is a gas exposure,
instead open all windows for
air ventilation.

Operate on a flat and steady
surface.

Do not put in any objects that
are not instructed to be used
with the machine.

Caution
Do not remove the hopper
while operating.

Should the squeezing screw jam,
put in reverse for 2-3 seconds.
Then try operating again.

Do not disassemble the top set
while operating.

Do not use anything other than
the pusher.

Do not use more than
30 minutes continuously.
After 30 minutes of use,
stop using for 10 minutes.

Do not submerge the motor
in water.

Caution
After use, remove the electrical
plug from the outlet. Do not use
the cord to remove the
plug from the outlet.

While using, if there is any
unusual odor (heat, smoke)
stop use immediately and
contact the nearest retail
center where you purchased
the product.

The base weighs 5.2 Kg. Please
lift the unit with two hands.

Do not rinse the top set with
water that is warmer than
80 degrees Celcius.
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Assembly instructions – Type 1

Bowl
Hopper
Arrow
on the
hopper
Red dot
on the
bowl

Base
Assemble the bowl on the base.
1 Make sure the bowl is all the way into the shaft of
the base.
2 Twist the bowl to close

Zeef

Strainer

Red
dot
on
Rode
stip
the
strainer
op de
zeef
Spinning
Ronde
brush
schraper
Red dot on
theRode
bowlpijl op
het Persvat

Assemble the hopper onto the bowl.
1 Make sure the arrow on the hopper and the red dot
on the bowl are aligned.

Top view

Assemble the strainer + spinning brush into
the bowl.
1 Make sure the red dot on the bowl and the
red dot on the strainer are aligned.
Make sure the arrow on the hopper is pointing
to the “CLOSE” sign on the base.
Squeezing
screw

Place the squeezing screw in the center of the
bowl and push tight.
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Top view

Reverse the step carefully when disassembling.

Assembly instruction – Type 2
Place the strainer into the spinning brush.
Strainer

Spinning brush

Red dot on
the strainer

Place the strainer + spinning brush into
the bowl.
Make sure the red dot on the strainer and
the red dot on the bowl are aligned.

Red dot on
the bowl

Push the squeezing screw into the strainer
and push tight.
Squeezing screw
Strainer
Bowl
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Assembly instruction – Type 2
Assemble the hopper onto the bowl.
1 Make sure the arrow on the hopper
and the red dot on the bowl are aligned.
2 Twist the hopper clockwise to lock it on
the bowl.
Arrow on
the hopper

Red dot on
the bowl

Assemble the entire top set onto the base
1 As shown below, assemble the top set
onto the base and twist the top set so
that the hopper edge is pointing to the
‘CLOSE’ sign.

Juice ejection

Base
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Assembly instruction – Type 1, 2
Now connect the power cord. Place a
container under the pulp ejection and
one under the juice ejection.

Yellow rubber pad
Underneath the bowl, there is a yellow rubber pad which allows all the juice to only
discharge from the fresh juice ejection exit. Be sure that this rubber pad is always at its
place before starting to make juice.
The yellow rubber pad is removable, simply grab onto one side of the rubber pad and
pull out. You can easily loose this little rubber pad when cleaning. Therefore take caution
when cleaning. Place back the rubber pad immediately after cleaning the bowl, so that it
will not get lost.

Rubber pad
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How to use the Versapers slow juicer
The machine has three (3) settings.
‘ON’ starts the motor, start making juice.
‘REV’ is reverse. Only use when something
is stuck and you need to unclog.
‘OFF’ is at the center position.
This allows the machine to turn oﬀ.

Please rinse everything thoroughly before
putting into the machine.
After rinsing, put material into the hopper.
If you cut your produce in small pieces,
it will fall down and there is no need to
use the pusher. Sometimes you can use
the pusher to help it down.
Cutting hard vegetables and fruits in smaller
pieces will put less strain on the machine
and makes juicing easier.
Please remove any hard seeds before using.

WARNING
Turn off the machine after using. Please dry your hands before touching the power switch.
Any unused juice should
be refrigerated.
Do no operate with
wet hands.
Do not pre-operate before
inputting materials.
Do not operate with an
empty bowl.
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Warning while operating
Do not use longer
than 30 minutes
at a time.

This could overheat the motor. Give the machine therefore at
least 10 minutes rest after 30 minutes operating.

Do not use anything as a pusher
other than the
pusher itself.

Other objects like forks, chopsticks, spoons, etc. may seriously
damage the product.

Do not operate
with wet hands.

Water penetrating the electric circuit may cause the machine
to malfunction or could cause electrocution. Take special care
with the ON/OFF switch.

Remove any
hard seeds.

You could damage the Versapers by hard seeds from fruits
like cherries, apricots, peaches, olives, dates etc. Seeds of a
watermelon, apples or pears do not form any problem. It is
best to remove the pits of citrus fruit like lemons and oranges
if you can but they will not damage the product. Seeds of a
papaya, honey melon or other types of melon do not
contribute to a tasty juice and can be easily removed before
use, please do this. A large amount of grape seeds can cause
the machine to get stuck, it’s therefore best to use seedless
grapes for making juice.

Cut hard vegetable and fruit in
small pieces.

Carrots, beets and fibrous vegetables can be very hard. In
order not to put much strain on the machine, it is best to cut
them into short pieces or small strips of 1cm thick before
feeding them in the hopper. Do not feed too much of these
hard vegetables at a time and let the machine ‘consume’ them
first before feeding more.

When the machine is stuck and not operable, Please….
Turn oﬀ the machine and put in reverse for a few seconds.
Then try operating again.
When reverse switch does not work after 2 attempts,
turn oﬀ the machine and reassemble following instructions
given. After reassemble, please try turning on the
machine again.
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How to disassemble and clean
Turn the machine ‘OFF’ and
unplug the electric cord.

Use the brush to clean
thoroughly after operating.

Twist the hopper to unlock by
grabbing the two ejections.
Make sure the arrow is aligned
with the open sign before
pulling off the bowl.
Do NOT use metal sponge to
clean, it will damage the machine.
Do not use the dishwasher to clean.

Do not rinse the base with direct
water. Use a dry towel or a
slightly moist towel to clean.

Order to disassemble
1 Hopper
2 Squeezing screw
3 Strainer
4 Spinning brush
5 Bowl
6 Rubber pad
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Please dry the attachments after
cleaning and do not forget to
place back the rubber pad at the
bottom of the bowl.

Before requesting for repair service
Problem

Solution

The machine
does not operate.

- Check if the power cord has been plugged in correctly.
- Check if the assembly has been done correctly
- Call the store where you have bought the Versapers

The juice does not discharge
suﬃciently or there is much
juice discharging from the
pulp ejector.

- Check if the rubber pad has been installed correctly.
- Check if the fruits or vegetables are fresh material.

The machine stopped.

- Check if there are too much materials put in at once.
- Check if the hard seeds are removed.
- Check if you have cut any fibrous vegetables in
short pieces.
- Turn on the machine and try the reverse button for
2-3 seconds before operating again.

The machine is making a
‘squeaking’ noise when
making juice.

- This sound is perfectly normal when making juice. It is the
sound of materials being squeezed against the strainer by
the squeezing screw.

The machine shakes.

- Slight shaking of the machine is normal. This is a sign that
the motor works properly. If you place your hand on the
place where the hopper edge meets the bowl, you will feel
that there is some movement. This is a normal result of the
forces within the machine.

The bowl moves and turns
when I put the machine in
Reverse.

- This may happen when the squeezing screw sits tight with
produce. Adjust the bowl and hopper in the right position
again before operating.
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Product specifications

Product specifications
Product name

Versapers Slow Juicer

Model name

Emotion

Voltage

230 V

Frequency

50 Hz

Power consumption

150 W

RPM

80 rpm

Electrical cord length

140 cm

Motor

Single Phase Induction

Weight

5.2 kg

Dimensions

Width

17,3 cm

Length

25,0 cm

Height

40,2 cm

Standard usage time
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Less than 30 min. cont.

MEMO
Just like you, Versapers is constantly in motion. We continue to grow, learn and
develop ourselves. For the latest information on your product, tips and recipes,
please visit our website www.versapers.nl
We especially like to hear what you think about the Versapers. Please share with us
your thoughts at our online forum and learn from what other Versapers users have
said about the Versapers.
Thank you!
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Customer Service Netherlands: www.versapers.nl

